What participants have said
about the healing network:

The Healing
Network

“There can never be enough beneficent people around us. Knowing
others were sending us healing energy made us feel like we were in a
protective bubble.”
—L.C.
“Every time we expected the worst,
something unexpected and positive
happened. I believe it was all the
healing energy we received.”
—B.R.
“Some say it is all nonsense, but I
believe the healing energy kept my
mother peaceful toward the end. In
hindsight, it gave all of us a sense of
peace. I was very grateful to have
had my mom’s name on the list.”
—L.M.

The Healing Network is sponsored by
the Theosophical Order of Service, a
non-profit service organization that
promotes unity without distinction of
ethnicity, religious or spiritual background, gender, sexual orientation, or
socioeconomic standing.
Our motto is “A union of those who
love in the service of all that suffers.”

The Healing Network:
1-800-838-2179
TOS2healing@gmail.com
www.theoservice.org

The greatest antidote to all disease
is a recognition of unity and its expression through love and service.
—-Geoffrey Hodson

What is Healing?
In modern society, our healthcare system is devoted to curing the disease
without considering the whole individual. Science has shown that we are
more than just our physical bodies and
while modern medicine helps the
physical condition, healing works on
the subtle levels to help individuals
holistically.
Healing and prayer groups are one of
the oldest modalities of health and well
being. While there is no scientific conclusion as to how healing works, recipients of healing have found that it
makes a difference. Energetic healing
as well as hands-on healing and Therapeutic Touch are categories of healing
in Complementary and Alternative
Medicine (CAM).
Recipients of healing have reported
feeling calmer as well as having a
more positive outlook. Patients who
have been recipients of energetic healing have reported fewer complications
during surgery and a decreased recovery time afterwards.

The Healing Network
While the network cannot create miracles,
it can help facilitate a healing environment
for an individual and their family members
when undergoing a trying event. The healing network uses meditation and works
similarly to a prayer group. It creates a
positive influence on an individual during
a difficult time.
The healing network is a service of love
and therefore no fee is required. After calling the 800 number listed below and giving the name of the person who requires
healing, the individual’s name is passed on
to our practitioners who send healing energy every day. The individual’s name is
kept on our list for one month.
The names given to the healing network
are given only to the practitioners and our
line is confidential and secure. As it is a
message line, callers just need to leave the
name of the person who requires healing
and nothing more.

If you would like to have a loved one
placed on our healing list, simply call
1-800-838-2179 and leave the name
of the individual on our voicemail.
Should you have any questions or if
you would like to add a name to the
list via email, you may contact our
healing network coordinator at
TOS2healing@gmail.com.
Before adding a name to our list, we
request that you get permission from
your loved one if you are able to. We
find when the person in need of healing is receptive, it makes the process
of healing more powerful.

If we have no peace, it is because
we have forgotten that we belong
to each other.
—Mother Teresa

